FOR WHAT PURPOSE?
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For several years I have been sharing my experiences in “supernatural” healing and other phenomena. This
comes out of following Jesus’ instructions for acquiring the same consciousness and faith that he possessed.
As a result, I have see myriad “miracle cures” of many diseases for which we are told there are no cures. I do
not say this for any self0-aggrandizement. The point of my sharing these “signs and wonders” is not that “I” can do these
things. The point is to focus on two things Jesus said:
1] Any individual that believes enough will do the same things he did and more. I didn’t say this. Jesus said it.
2] Nothing shall be impossible to any individual that believes enough. Again, I didn’t say this. Jesus said it!
I am merely sharing the fact that I followed his instructions and they work for me. It doesn’t make me special.
Any individual, that’s you as well - can heal diverse diseases, overcome evil forces, give eyesight to the blind, hearing to
the deaf, and so on, supernaturally… but for what purpose? What’s the point?
We’ll get to the answer of that question, but first, I have compiled these instructions of Jesus, accurately
translated from the original language, into a workshop, discussion format. The workshops and all materials are free.
By taking part in a workshop anyone will clearly see that Jesus did indeed say that the destiny of any individual
that believes enough will be a worker of miracles. Then comes his specific instructions.
Expecting and experiencing healing and other supernatural phenomena are an integral part of the workshops.
Participants that want to do so will be equipped to share the materials with others.
“Miracle workers sharing with others how they, too, can become “miracle workers.”… For what purpose?
Some Christians argue against “miracles” for all kinds of good sounding reasons. One of which is that Jesus, the
Christ, made his appearance on this plane as a human being to proclaim the good news that through his death and
resurrection we can go to heaven, that is, have “eternal life.
Okay, so if that’s a valid premise, why is it a legitimate argument against doing what Jesus said any individual
will do if he or she believes enough?
What Jesus actually said, and provably so, is that “eternal life” can be experienced now on this plane. He further
said we never have to die. Oops! That’s a tough one to swallow, but it’s true!
The point of breaking through to being a “miracle worker” is beginning to believe and understand something Jesus
said:
“Nothing is impossible to them that believe enough.
Here’s a challenge - until you believe enough you cannot experience “eternal life” NOW.
The workshops are merely one [and not the only] vehicle to help breakthrough into enough belief so that nothing
is impossible.
For what purpose? For that purpose.
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